Annex D: Lightwave: Isle of Light, empowered by OPPO

About Lightwave: Isle of Light
Embark on a specially constructed floating pontoon above the Marina Bay waterbody for a
multi-sensory journey that will awaken your senses!
Visitors will traverse through an alternate universe comprising five unique zones with
immersive features filled with imagination and creativity – from enchanting holographic
projections, illuminated motion-capture graphics and shadow play, to light beams that remind
one of a mystical forest – and be treated to a unique light art showcase that heralds new
possibilities.
Mr Dylan Yu, Marketing Director of OPPO Singapore said, “i Light Singapore’s focus on
raising awareness of sustainability is aligned with OPPO’s mission of ‘technology for
mankind, kindness for the world’. We are excited to be part of the Festival for the second
time as it returns after a two-year hiatus. Through Lightwave: Isle of Light, we hope to bring
visitors an ethereal, multisensory light experience and allow photo fanatics to capture the
allure of night. With the light installation shaped like a tunnel, we aim to create the feeling of
excitement and wonder, as we emerge from the pandemic with the promise of new
possibilities ahead.”

Location:
● Marina Bay Lower Boardwalk (near Red Dot Design Museum)
Timing:
● Weekdays: Sunday to Thursday - 7.30PM to 11.00PM (Last experience at 10.30PM)
● Weekends: Friday & Saturday - 7.30PM to 12.00AM (Last experience at 11.30PM)
Ticketing:
● Weekday ticket - $8
● Weekend tickets - $10
● Bundle of 4 weekday tickets - $28
● Bundle of 4 weekend tickets - $36
● Bundle of 5 or more weekday tickets - $6 each
● Bundle of 5 or more weekend tickets - $8 each
Tickets can be purchased from Klook.
About the five zones

Zone 1: Through the Unknown
Glowing triangular structures welcome visitors,
inviting them to explore new possibilities as they
take the path less travelled.

Zone 2: The Seasons

A holographic mesh displays an enchanting
projection depicting different moments in our lives
through the four seasons.

Zone 3: Reflections
Lights and shadows will react to movements made
in front of this interactive installation, which aims to
inspire visitors to paint the world with their
personalities.

Zone 4: The Prism
Visitors are invited to step into a prism with walls
that reflect animation from a LED floor depicting the
galaxy. The kaleidoscope-like visual effect conveys
the different expressions that give the world its
colours.

Zone 5: Forest of Lights
Colourful light tubes representing trees recreate the
immersive experience of being in a forest, and
remind visitors of the beauty and vibrancy that
nature offers.

